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Computational design synthesis as an expressive way for producing user-desired appearances has received much 
attention in creative media researches. In interactive design, it would be powerful to render the stylized 
presentation of interested objects virtually using computer-aided design tools for animation effects rendering and 
synthesis. However, computational design for realistic detailed 2D/3D objects in real time is a challenging 
problem. Existing methods focused on simplifying the design effects, which unavoidably results in reducing the 
rich object details. In this talk, we focused the realistic computational design rendering and synthesis on 
photographing guidance, constructive solid geometry, and hair style animation. We present a photographing 
guidance for amateur photographers via deep feature retrieval and fusion. We integrate empirical aesthetic rules, 
traditional machine learning and deep neural networks to extract different kinds of features. We identify photo 
types and define matching score. A deep photographing guidance is constructed to offer professional reference 
photos and spatial composition suggestions. Further, we propose an efficient non-incremental method to 
evaluate the boundary of constructive solid geometry for triangular meshes. We designed a two-level grouping 
scheme to group faces sharing specific space labels to reduce redundant computation. The robustness is 
enhanced by plane-based geometry embedded in intersection calculation. In addition, we present a real-time hair 
animation of various hair styles with high fidelity details. We capture the inextensibility, bending and torsion 
strand mechanics, while presenting the stiction/repulsion and detailed real-time collision effects. We factorize 
realistic hair self-interactions into coarse, globally coupled volumetric, and detailed collision views. In the 
experiments, our methods consistently demonstrate high-quality performance of realistic computational design 
rendering and synthesis. In the future, we will further extend the design rending and synthesis to more 
complicated 2D/3D video applications with large motion and occluded scene. We will also work on special 
design effects synthesis by the inspiration of latest real-time 2D/3D graphics learning techniques.
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